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Global markets
The US ratchets up financial pressure on Russia, imposing blocking sanctions on Russian wealthy individuals and officials. Early today, Asian shares and the Euro (EUR/USD at 1.1010 at the time of writing) lose
ground as investors fears escalate on news that Russia took hold of Ukrainian nuclear facility. Oil prices
jumped again today reaching USD114.23/bbl earlier after ending

yesterday, with the

market also focused on whether the OPEC+ producers, would increase output. Gold prices also rose on
Friday (around USD1.937/oz at the time of writing), eyeing their best weekly gain since May 2021. Safe haven
sovereign bonds maintain their appeal with 10yr UST yields dropping to 1.7000% at some point today, albeit
regaining ground later, and the 10yr Bund yield slightly below zero, lower from

close.

Greece
The IHS Markit Manufacturing PMI stood at 57.8 in February

57.9, nev-

ertheless remaining well above the 50-unit threshold. The sector remained deep into expansion territory
for a 12th consecutive month, underpinned by robust output growth but employment, new orders and stock
of purchases continued to lose their momentum amid faltering demand conditions. Separately, according
to the ELSTAT building activity survey, total building activity in Greece in November 2021, calculated by the
number of issued building permits, increased by 42.9%YoY, with private building activity (99.7% of total)
increasing by 43.5%YoY. Year-to-November, total building activity increased by 24.9% compared to the
corresponding period of 2020.
CESEE
Governor, Dimitar Radev, stated in an interview that the country's banking sector is not facing direct risks from the Russia-Ukraine war as there are no Russian banks in the country
and the local banks' exposure to Russia is less than 0.5% of the system
from the conflict for Bulgaria are correlated with the dynamics of the global economic growth and inflationary prospects and further escalation will be key for the extent of any deterioration, he added. The
statement came along a remarkable development in the banking sector of the country, as the competition
regulator allowed KBC Bank to acquire 100% of the Raiffeisenbank Bulgaria and all of its Bulgarian units
for EUR1.0bn. According to press, the acquisition is expected to be completed by mid-2022.
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